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An organizat ion is presented for implementing solutions to 
knowledge-based AI problems. The hypothes ize-and- test 
parad igm is used as the basis for cooperat ion among many 
d ive rse and independent knowledge sources (KS's). The KS's 
are assumed individual ly to be er ro r fu l and incomplete. 

A uni form and integrated mult i - level s t ructure, the 
blackboard, holds the current state of the system. Knowledge 
sources cooperate by creat ing, accessing, and modi fy ing 
e lements in the blackboard. The activation of a KS is data-
d r i v e n , based on the occurrence of pat terns in the b lackboard 
wh ich match templates specif ied by the knowledge source. 

Each level in the blackboard specifies a d i f ferent 
r ep resen ta t i on of the problem space; the sequence of levels 
fo rms a loose h ierarchy in which the elements at each level can 
approx imate ly be descr ibed as abstractions of elements at the 
next lower level . This decomposition can be thought of as an 
a prion f ramework of a plan for solving the problem; each level 
is a gener ic stage in the plan. 

The elements at each level in the blackboard are 
hypo theses about some aspect of that level. The in ternal 
s t r u c t u r e of an hypothesis consists of a f ixed set of a t t r ibutes; 
this set is the same for hypotheses at all levels of 
r ep resen ta t i on in the blackboard. These at t r ibutes are selected 
to se rve as mechanisms for implementing the data-d i rec ted 
hypo thes ize -and- tes t paradigm and for eff icient goal -d i rected 
schedul ing of KS's. Knowledge sources may create networks of 
s t ruc tu ra l re lat ionships among hypotheses. These relat ionships, 
wh ich are expl ic i t in the blackboard, serve to represent 
in fe rences and deductions made by the KS's about the 
hypo theses ; they also allow competing and over lapping part ia l 
so lu t ions to be handled in an integrated manner. 

The Hearsay II speech-understanding system is an 
implementat ion of this organizat ion; it is used here as an 
example for descr ip t ive purposes. 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper describes an organizat ion for knowledge-
based art i f ic ia l intell igence (AI) programs. Although this 
o rgan iza t ion has been der ived while developing several 
genera t ions of speech understanding systems, we feel that it 
has genera l appl icat ion to other domains of large AI problems 
(e.g., v is ion, 2 robot ics, chess, natural language understanding, 
and p ro toco l analysis). 

Our e f f o r t s fol low f rom the early work of Reddy (1966) 
and Reddy and Vicens (Vicens, 1969), through the Hearsay! 
sys tem (Reddy, et a!., 1973a, 1973b; Erman, 1974), which was 
the f i rs t demonstrable connected-speech understanding system, 
up th rough the cur ren t ly developing Hearsayl l system (Erman, 
et ai., 1973; Lesser, et al., 1974; Fennell, 1975).3 These e f fo r ts 

1 This research was suppor ted in part by the Defense 
Advanced Research Projects Agency under contract no. 
F 4 4 6 2 0 - 7 3 - C - 0 0 7 4 and monitored by the Air Force Office of 
Scient i f ic Research. 

2 Reddy (1973) is a comparison of the speech and vision 
p rob lem domains. 

3 Lesser et al (1975) contains a detai led descr ipt ion of 
Hearsay l l , including the design decisions which mark its 
de r i va t ion f rom Hearsay!. 

have increasingly focused on the overall system organizat ion for 
so lv ing the prob lem; this has resulted in the design and 
cons t ruc t ion of a sophist icated and s t ructured environment 
w i th in which problem-solv ing strategies are developed. Others 
w o r k i n g in this area also consider this aspect important.* The 
Hearsay l l system wil l be used here as the pr imary example for 
desc r ib ing the organizat ion. 

THE PROBLEM 

The class of AI problem that is addressed in this paper is 
charac te r i zed by having a large problem space and the 
requ i rement of a large amount of knowledge for its solut ion. 
The large amount of explicit knowledge di f ferent iates these 
prob lems f rom other Al areas (e.g., theorem-prov ing) in which 
v e r y genera l "weak" methods are applied using meager amounts 
of b u i l t - i n knowledge (Newell, 1969). Further, the knowledge 
needed covers a wide and diverse set of areas (some examples 
in the speech understanding problem are signal analysis, 
acoust ic -phonet ics , phonology, syntax, semantics, and 
pragmat ics) . We call each such area a know Ledge-source (KS) 
and also def ine a KS to be an agent which embodies the 
knowledge of i ts area and which can take actions based on that 
knowledge. 

The sources of knowledge are of ten incomplete and 
approx imate . This e r ro r fu l nature may be t raced to th ree 
sources : Fi rst , the theory on which the KS is based may be 
incomplete or incorrect. For example, modern phonological 
theor ies , as appl ied to the speech problem, are o f ten vague and 
incomplete. Second, the tmpUmentation of a KS may be 
incomplete or incorrect ; this may be caused by an incorrect 
t rans la t ion of the theory to the program or by an in tent ional ly 
heur is t ic implementat ion of the theory. Finally, the knowledge 
source may be operat ing on incorrect or incomplete data 
supp l ied to i t by other KS's.3 

As one knowledge source makes e r ro rs and creates 
ambigui t ies, other KS's must be brought to bear to cor rec t and 
c la r i f y those actions. Thts KS cooperat ion should occur as soon 
as possib le af ter the introduct ion of an error or ambiguity in 
o rde r to limit i ts ramifications. 

A mechanism for providing thts high degree of 
coopera t ion is the hypothetize-and-test paradigm. In this 
parad igm, so lu t ion- f ind ing is v iewed as an i terat ive process. 
Each s tep in the i terat ion involves a) the creat ion of an 
hypo thes is , wh ich is an "educated guess** about some aspect of 

Newell, et al., (1971) contains an excellent in-depth study of 
the speech understanding problem. The current state-of- the-
art is represented in the papers of the 1974 IEEE Symposium 
on Speech Recognition (Erman, 1974b; Reddy, 1975). In 
particular, Barnett (1973, 1975), and Rovner, et a l , (1974) 
also describe htghly structured systems; Baker (1974) has a 
highly structured system based on a simple Markov model. 
For the purposes of this discussion, a KS can be considered 
static; i.e., whether a KS learns from experience is an issue 
that is orthogonal to this organization. 
This may also include externally supplied data (e.g., the 
digitized acoustic wave-form which is the input to the 
speech-understanding system); the transducers of these data 
can be considered to be KS's which also introduce error. 
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the prob lem, and b) a test of the plausibi l i ty of the hypothesis. 
Both of these steps use a pr ior i Knowledge about the prob lem, 
as wel l as the prev ious ly generated hypotheses. This i tera t ive 
guess-bu i ld ing terminates when a consistent hypothesis is 
gene ra ted which satisfies the requirements of an overa l l 
so lu t ion. 

As a s t ra tegy for developing such systems, one needs the 
abi l i ty to add and replace sources of Knowledge and to exp lore 
d i f f e ren t cont ro l strategies. Thus, such changes must be 
re la t i ve ly easy to accomplish; there must also be ways to 
eva luate the performance of the system in general and the roles 
of the var ious Knowledge sources and control strategies in 
par t icu lar . This abi l i ty to experiment convenient ly w i th the 
sys tem is crucial if the amount of Knowledge is large and many 
people are needed to introduce and validate it. One means of 
he lp ing to prov ide these flexibil i t ies is to require that KS's be 
independent . 

Because the problems are large and requi re many 
computa t ion steps for their solution, the system must be 
ef f ic ient in its computat ion. This must be certainly t rue for a 
"p roduc t i on " application system; however, it must also be 
reasonably eff ic ient in the development versions because of the 
exper imenta l way that a complex, Knowledge-based system is 
deve loped. That is, many i terat ive runs over a signif icant 
amount of test data must be made to develop and evaluate the 
Knowledge sources and control strategies. 

MODEL FOR COOPERATION Of KNOWLEDGE SOURCES 

The requirement that Knowledge sources be independent 
implies that the functioning (and very existence) of each must 
not be necessary or crucial to the others. On the other hand, 
the KS*s are requ i red to cooperate in the i terat ive guess-
bu i ld ing, using and correct ing one another's guesses; this implies 
that there must be interact ion among the processes. These two 
Opposing requirements have led to a design in which each KS 
in ter faces to the others external ly in a uni form way that is 
ident ical across KS's and in which no Knowledge source Knows 
what or how many other KS's exist. The inter face is 
implemented as a dynamic global data s t ructure, called the 
blackboard. 1 The pr imary units in the blacKboard are guesses 
about par t icu lar aspects of the problem; these units, which have 
a un i fo rm s t ruc ture throughout the blacKboard, are called 
hypotheses. At any time, the blacKboard holds the current state 
of the system; it contains all the guesses about the problem that 
exist . Subsets of hypotheses represent part ial solutions to the 
en t i re prob lem; these may compete wi th the part ial solutions 
rep resen ted by other (perhaps overlapping) subsets. 

Each Knowledge source may access any information in the 
blacKboard. Each may add information to the blacKboard by 
c reat ing (or delet ing) hypotheses, by modifying exist ing 
hypotheses , and by establishing or modifying explicit s t ructura l 
re lat ionships among hypotheses, The generat ion and 
modi f icat ion of globally accessible hypotheses is the exclusive 
means of communication among the diverse KS's. This 
mechanism of cooperat ion, which is an implementation of the 
hypothes ize -and- test paradigm, allows a KS to contr ibute 
Knowledge wi thout being aware of which other KS's wi l l use the 
in format ion or which KS supplied the information that it used. It 
is in this way that Knowledge sources are made independent 
and separable. The structural relationships (which are 
ment ioned above and which will be described below) form a 
ne tworK of the hypotheses and are used to represent the 
deduct ions and inferences which caused a KS to generate one 

1 The te rm "blacKboard" was used by Simon (1966) in 
descr ib ing a mechanism in long-term memory as part of a 
t heo ry of the psychology of problem-solving. Simon (1971) 
fu r the r develops this concept and elaborates its uses in the 
context of an abstract model for problem-solving. 

hypo thes is f rom others. The explicit re tent ion in the blacKboard 
of these dependency relationships is used to hold, among other 
th ings , compet ing hypotheses. Because these are held in an 
i n teg ra ted manner, selective bacKtracKing for er ror recovery 
and other search strategies can be implemented in an ef f ic ient 
and non- redundant way. 

Decomposition of Knowledge 
The decomposit ion of the overal l tasK into var ious 

Knowledge sources is regarded as being natural; i.e., the units 
of the decomposi t ion represent those pieces of Knowledge 
wh i ch can be dist inguished and recognized as being somehow 
natura l l y independent. Such a scheme of " inverse 
decompos i t ion" (or, composition) seems very natural for many 
p rob lem-so lv ing tasKs, and it f i ts well into the hypo thes ize -and-
test approach to problem-solv ing. As long as a suff ic ient 
"cover ing se t " of Knowledge areas required for problem solut ion 
is maintained, one can f ree ly add new Knowledge sources, or 
rep lace or delete old ones. Each knowledge source is sel f -
conta ined, but each is expected to cooperate wi th the other 
Knowledge sources that happen to be present in the system at 
that t ime. 

A Knowledge source is specif ied in three par ts : a) the 
condi t ions under which it is to be activated (tn terms of the 
condi t ions in the blacKboard in which it is interested), b) the 
Kinds of changes it maKes to the blacKboard, and 3) a 
p rocedura l statement (program) of the algori thm which 
accomplishes those changes. A Knowledge source is thus 
de f ined as possessing some processing capabil i ty which is able 
to solve some subproblem, given appropr iate circumstances for 
i ts act ivat ion. 

Activation of Knowledge Sources 
A knowledge source is instantiated as a know ledge -

source process whenever the blacKboard exh ib i ts 
character is t ics which satisfy a "precondi t ion" of the Knowledge 
source. A precondition of a KS is a descript ion of some par t ia l 
s tate of the blacKboard which defines when and where the KS 
can con t r ibu te its knowledge by modifying the b lackboard. The 
KS cont r ibu tes its Knowledge through the mechanism of maKing 
hypotheses and evaluat ing and modifying the contr ibut ions of 
o ther Knowledge sources (by ver i fy ing and rat ing or re jec t ing 
the hypotheses made by other Knowledge sources). A KS 
car r ies out these actions w i th respect to a part icular context, 
t he context being some arb i t ra ry subset of the p rev ious ly 
gene ra ted hypotheses in the blacKboard. Thus, new hypotheses 
or modif icat ions to exist ing hypotheses are constructed f rom the 
(s ta t ic ) Knowledge of the KS and the educated guesses made at 
some prev ious time by other Knowledge sources. 

The modif ications made by any given Knowledge-source 
process are expected to t r igger fur ther Knowledge sources by 
c rea t ing new condit ions in the blacKboard to which those 
Knowledge sources, in tu rn , respond. The s t ructure of a 
hypo thes is is so designed as to allow the precondit ions of most 
KS's to be sensit ive to a single, simple change in some 
hypo thes is (such as the creat ion of a new hypothesis of a 
par t icu lar t ype , a change of a rat ing, or the creat ion of a 
s t ruc tu ra l linK be tween particular kinds of hypotheses) . 
Th rough this data-d i rec ted in terpretat ion of the hypo thes i ze -

1 The approach taken in knowledge source decomposit ion is not 
an at tempt to character ize somehow the overal l p rob lem 
so lu t ion process and then apply some sort of t raf f ic f l ow 
analysis to its internal workings in order to decompose the 
tota l process into minimally interact ing Knowledge sources. 
Rather, Knowledge sources are def ined by star t ing w i t h some 
in tu i t i ve not ion about the various pieces of Knowledge wh ich 
cou ld be incorpora ted in a useful way to help achieve a 
so lut ion. 
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and- tes t paradigm, KS's can also exhibit a high degree of 
asynchronous act iv i ty and potent ial parallelism. 

Cont ro l schemes in which one KS expl ic i t ly invokes other 
KS's are not appropr ia te because of the requirement that KS's 
be independent and because the invocatron of a KS may depend 
on a complex set of condit ions which is created by the combined 
act ions of severa l KS's. Further, such direct-cal l ing schemes 
compl icate KS's by requi r ing that they contain information about 
the KS's that they wil l call. These same arguments apply 
against a centra l ized control scheme which is expl ic i t ly 
p r e d e f i n e d ( "w i red- in" ) for a part icular set of KS's. 

Decomposition of the Blackboard 

The blackboard is part i t ioned into distinct in format ion 
levels; each level is used to hold a di f ferent representat ion of 
the p rob lem space. (Examples of levels in the speech problem 
are "syntac t ic " , " lexical" , "phonetic", and "acoustic"; examples in 
scene analysis are "p icture point", "line segment", " reg ion" , and 
" o b j e c t " ) Associated wi th each level is a set of pr imi t ive 
e lements appropr ia te for represent ing the problem at that level. 
( In the speech system, for example, the elements at the lexical 
leve l are the words of the vocabulary to be recognized, whi le 
the elements at the phonetic level are the phones (sounds) of 
English.) Each hypothesis exists at a part icular level and is 
labeled as being a part icular element of the set of pr imi t ive 
e lements at that level. 

The decomposi t ion of the problem space into levels is a 
na tura l paral le l to the decomposit ion into KS's of the knowledge 
that is to be brought to bear. For many KS's, the KS needs to 
deal w i t h only one or a few levels to apply its knowledge; it 
need not even be aware of the existence of other levels. Thus, 
each KS can be made as simple as its knowledge al lows; its 
i n te r face to the rest of the system is in units and concepts 
wh i ch are natural to it. Also, new levels can be added as new 
sources of knowledge are designed which need to use them. 
F inal ly , i t w i l l be shown that the mult i - level representa t ion 
a l lows for e f f ic ient ly sequencing the act ivi ty of the KS's in a 
non-de te rmin is t i c manner and for making use of mult iprocessing. 

The sequence of levels forms a loose hierarchical 
s t r u c t u r e in which the elements at each level can approximately 
be desc r ibed as abstractions of elements at the next lower 
leve l . (For example, an utterance is composed of phrases, 
wh i ch are made of words, put together as syllables, each of 
wh i ch can be descr ibed as a sequence of phones, each of which 
is composed of acoustic segments, each of which can be 
desc r i bed by a sequence of ten-mil l isecond intervals w i th 
ce r t a i n kinds of acoustic characteristics.) 

Most of the relat ionships of a hypothesis are w i th 
hypo theses at its level or adjacent levels; fu r ther , these 
re la t ionsh ips can usually be der ived (by a KS appropr iate to the 
leve l ) w i thout having to delve below the level of abstract ion of 

1 One might think of this model for data-di rected act ivat ion of 
KS's as a product ion system (Newell, 1973) which is executed 
asynchronous ly . The precondit ions correspond to the le f t -
hand sides (condit ions) of productions, and the knowledge 
sources cor respond to the r ight-hand sides (actions) of the 
product ions . Conceptual ly, these lef t -hand sides are 
eva lua ted cont inuously. When a precondit ion is sat isf ied, an 
ins tant ia t ion of the corresponding r ight -hand side of its 
p roduc t i on is created; this instantiation is executed at some 
a r b i t r a r y subsequent time (perhaps subject to instant iat ion 
schedul ing constraints) It is interest ing to note that this 
genera l i zed fo rm ot hypothesize-and test leads to a system 
organ iza t ion w i th some characteristic!; also similar to QAfl 
(Rul i fson, ct at., 1973) and PLANNLR (Hewitt, 197?), In 
par t i cu la r , thorp are strong similarities in the data-d i rec ted 
sequencing of processes 

2 Many of the ideas here fit neatly into Simon's descr ipt ion of a 
"near ly decomposable hierarchical system" (Simon, 1962). 

the hypothes is . This locality of context simplifies the funct ion 
of knowledge sources. (Or f rom the other point of v iew, the 
decompos i t ion of knowledge into suff iciently simple-acting KS's 
also simpl i f ies and localizes relationships in the blackboard.)1 

The decomposit ion of the blackboard into distinct levels 
of rep resen ta t ion can also be thought of as an a p r i o r i 
f r a m e w o r k of a plan for problem-solv ing. Each level is a 
gener ic stage in the plan. The goal at each level is to create 
and va l idate hypotheses at that level. The overal l goal of the 
sys tem is to create the most plausible network of hypotheses 
that su f f i c ien t ly covers the levels. ('Plausible' and 'su f f ic ient ly ' 
here mean "plausible and sufficient in the judgment of the 
knowledge sources".) In speech understanding, for example, the 
goal at the phonetic level is a phonetic t ranscr ipt ion of the 
u t te rance , white the overal l goal is a network which connects 
hypo theses d i rec t ly der ived from the acoustic input to 
hypo theses which describe the semantic content of the 
u t te rance . 

The creat ion or modification of an hypothesis which is 
based on a context of hypotheses at a lower level (or levels) 
can be considered an action of synthesis, or abstract ion; 
conve rse l y , manipulations of an hypothesis based on a higher 
leve l context can be considered analysis, or elaboration. In 
order to reduce the propagat ion and accumulation of e r r o r s 
caused by KS's, both kinds of action are needed in the system.2 

Because of the choice of decomposit ion, the context for 
an analysis or synthesis action is usually localized to the level 
just above or below the level at which the action takes place. 
However , this is not a requirement; in fact, an action which skips 
ove r severa l levels can serve strongly to direct the act iv i ty of 
the sys tem and the reby signif icantly prune the search space. 
Such a jump over levels is equivalent to construct ing a major 
s tep m a plan. Fur ther , there is no requirement that a jump 
necessar i ly be f i l led in completely (or even part ia l ly) i f KS's are 
conf ident enough in the consistency of the larger step. Thus, 
the KS's can dynamically define the granular i ty in the 
hypo thes is ne twork necessary to assure the desired degree of 
cons is tency , this granular i ty may vary at d i f ferent places tn the 
b lackboard , depending on the particular s t ructures that occur. 

Appendix A contains a descr ipt ion of the b lackboard and 
KS decomposi t ions for the Hearsayl l speech-understanding 
sys tem. 

Hypotheses: Structure and Interrelationships 
The internal s t ruc ture of an hypothesis consists of a f i xed 

set of a t t r ibu tes (named fields); this set is the same fo r 
hypo theses at all levels of representat ion in the b lackboard. 
These a t t r ibu tes are selected to serve as mechanisms fo r 
implement ing the data-d i rec ted hypothes ize-and- test paradigm.3 

The va lues of the at t r ibutes are def ined and modif ied by the 
KS's. 

A t t r i bu tes can be grouped into several classes: 

1 This s impl i f icat ion of form and interact ion is an expec ted 
character is t ic of a nearly decomposable hierarchical sys tem 
(ibid.). 

2 The use of the terms 'analysis ' and 'synthesis ' here are 
r e v e r s e d f rom their usual uses in the speech recogn i t ion 
domain. Tradi t ional ly , 'synthesis ' means going f rom a h ighe r -
level rep resen ta t ion (e.g., lexical) to the speech signal, wh i le 
analysis re fe rs to the other direct ion. In speech recogni t ion , 
howeve r , the ob jec t ive is the synthesis of a meaning for the 
u t te rance f rom the pieces of data which make up the speech 
signal 

3 In Hearsay l l , a KS can specify particular a t t r ibutes of 
hypo theses at part icular levels which it wants to have 
mon i to red . Whenever a change is made to one of these 
mon i to red a t t r ibu tes , the KS can be act ivated and not i f ied of 
the na tu re of the change. The section below on "Data-
D i rec ted Act iva t ion of Knowledge Sources" contains a more 
complete descr ip t ion of this process. 
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The first class of attributes names the hypothesis: it 
contains the unique name of the hypothesis, the name of 
its level, and its label from the element set at that level. 

The next class of attributes is composed of parameters 
which rate the hypothesis. These include separate 
numerical ratings derived from a) a priori information about 
the hypothesis, b) analysis actions performed on the 
hypothesis, c) synthesis actions, and d) combinations of (a), 
(b), and (c). 

Another set of attributes contains information about KS 
attention to the hypothesis. These include a cumulative 
measure of the amount of computation that has already 
been expended on the hypothesis as well as suggestions 
for how much more processing should occur and of what 
type (e.g., a general request for analysis or synthesis or a 
specific request for a change to some attributes. These 
suggestions are goals.). 

One very important set of attributes describes the 
structural relationships with other hypotheses, as 
described below. 

For each problem domain, it is likely that there are other 
attributes which ere basic to the problem and which should 
be provided in the structure of the hypotheses; these form 
a problem - spacific class of attributes. In speech 
understanding, for instance, time is a fundamental concept, 
so the HearsayII system has a class of attributes for 
describing the begin- and end-time and the duration of the 
event which the hypothesis represents. (These attributes 
include ways of explicitly representing fuzzy notions of the 
times.) For vision, likely attributes would include the 
location and dimension of the element and trajectory 
information for moving objects. 

The capability for arbitrary KS-spectftc attributes is also 
included. This can be used by a KS to hold arbitrary 
information about the hypothesis; in this way a KS need 
not hold state information about the hypothesis across 
activations of the KS and allows, for example, the easy 
implementation of generator functions. If several KS's 
share knowledge of the name of one of these attributes, 
each of them can access and modify the attribute's value 
and thus communicate just as if it were a "standard" 
attr ibute; this can be used as an escape mechanism for 
explicit KS intercommunication. 

A unique class of hypothesis attributes, called processing 
state attributes, contains succinct summaries and 
classifications of the values of the other attributes. For 
example, the values of the rating attributes are summarized 
and the hypothesis is classified as either "unrated", 
"neutral" (noncommittal), "verified", "guaranteed" (strongly 
verif ied and unique), or "rejected". Other processing state 
attributes summarize the structural relationships with other 
hypotheses and characterize, for example, whether the 
hypothesis has been "sufficiently and consistently" 
described synthetically (i.e., as an abstraction of 
hypotheses at lower levels). The processing state 
attributes are especially useful for efficiently triggering 
knowledge sources; for example, a KS may specify in its 
precondition that it is to be activated whenever a 
hypothesis at a particular level becomes "verified". These 
attributes are also used for the goal-directed scheduling of 
knowledge sources, as described in the next section. 

Given a specific hypothesis, a KS can examine the value 
of any of its attributes. A knowledge source also needs the 
ability to retrieve sets of hypotheses whose attributes satisfy 
conditions in which the KS is interested. {E.g., a KS in the 
speech system may want to find all hypotheses at the phonetic 
level which are vowels and which occur within a particular time 
range.) The system provides an associative retrieval search 
mechanism for accomplishing this. The search condition is 

specified by a matching-prototype, which is a partial 
specification of the components of a hypothesis. This partial 
specification permits a component to be characterized by: a) a 
set of desired values or b) a don't-care condition. A matching-
prototype is applied to a set of hypotheses;' those hypotheses 
whose component values match those specified by the 
matching-prototype are returned as the result of the search. 
(Associative retrieval of structural relationships among 
hypotheses is also provided.) More complex retrievals can be 
accomplished by combining the retrieval primitives in 
appropriate ways. 

Structural relationships between nodes (hypotheses) in 
the blackboard are represented through the use of Links; links 
provide a means of specifying contextual abstractions about the 
relationships of hypotheses. A link is an element which 
associates two hypotheses as an ordered pair; one of the nodes 
is termed the upper hypothesis, and the other is called the lower 
hypothesis. The lower hypothesis is said to support the upper 
hypothesis while the upper hypothesis is called a use of the 
lower one; in general, the lower hypothesis is at the same or a 
lower level in the blackboard than the upper hypothesis. 

There are several types of links, with the types 
describing various kinds of relationships. Consider this 
structure: 

HI is the upper hypothesis and HZ, H3, and H4 are the lower 
hypotheses of links L1, 12, and L3, respectively. If the links are 
all of type OR, the interpretation is that HI is either an H2 or 
an H3 or an H4. This is one way that alternative descriptions 
are possible. If the links in the figure are of type AND, the 
interpretation is that all of the lower hypotheses are necessary 
to support the existence of H1. (Note that, in general, all of the 
supporting (lower) links of a hypothesis are of the same type; 
one can thus talk of the "type of the hypothesis", which is the 
same as the type of all of its lower links.) 

These two types of node represent different kinds of 
abstractions: the OR-node specifies a set/member relationship 
while the AND-node defines a composition abstraction. Variants 
of the AND- and OR-links are also possible. For example, a 
SEQUENCE link is similar to the AND-link except that an 
ordering is implied on the set of lower hypotheses supporting 
the upper hypothesis. (For the Hearsayll speech understanding 
system, this ordering usually is interpreted as indicating a time 
ordering of the lower hypotheses.) 

Besides showing analysis and synthesis relationships 
between hypotheses (e.g., that one hypothesis is composed of 
several other units), a link is a statement about the degree to 
which one hypothesis implies (i.e., "gives evidence for the 
existence of") another hypothesis. The strength of the 
implication is held as attributes of the link. The sense of the 
implication may be negative; that is, a link may indicate that one 

1 This set can be derived by the KS from several sources. The 
Hearsayll implementation includes the following primitive 
sources: a) all hypotheses (in the blackboard), b) all 
hypotheses at a particular level, c) all hypotheses at a 
particular level whose time attributes overlap a given interval 
(this provides an extremely efficient, two-dimension parti t ion 
of the blackboard), and d) all hypotheses whose attributes 
which are being monitored (for the KS) have changed. 

2 The particular kinds of relationships described here are some 
of those that were were designed for the speech problem. 
Although they undoubtedly are not the complete set for all 
conceivable needs, they do represent the Kindt o' 
relationships that need to be and are expressable in the 
blackboard. 
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hypothesis is evidence for the invalidity of another. This 
statement of implication may be bi-directional; the existence of 
the upper hypothesis may give credence to the existence of the 
lower hypothesis and vice versa. Finally, these relationships can 
be constructed in an iterative manner; links can be added 
between existing hypotheses by KS's as they discover new 
evidence for support. 

Just as an hypothesis can have more than one lower link, 
so it can have several upper links. Each of these represents a 
different use of the hypothesis; the uses may be competing or 
complementary. The ability to have multiple uses and supports 
of the same hypothesis, as opposed to creating duplicates for 
each competing use and abstraction, serves to keep the 
blackboard compact and thereby reduces the combinatory 
explosion in the search space. Further, since all the information 
about the hypothesis is localized, all uses and supports of the 
hypothesis automatically and immediately share any new 
information added to the hypothesis by any knowledge sources. 

A problem with this localization can occur if the 
interactions between hypotheses span more than one level. In 
this case, a particular support of the hypothesis (at a lower 
level) may be inconsistent with one (or more) of the uses of the 
hypothesis (at a higher level) but is consistent with other uses 
(or potential uses) of the hypothesis. In order to avoid 
duplicating the hypothesis, a mechanism, called a connection 
matrix, exists in the system. A connection matrix is an attribute 
of a hypothesis; its value specifies which of the alternative 
supports of the hypothesis are applicable ("connected to") 
which of its uses. The use of a connection matrix allows the 
results of previous decisions of KS's to be accumulated for 
future use and modification without necessitating contextual 
duplication of parts of the data base. This kind of reusage and 
multiple usage of blackboard structures, which results in 
localization of information, reduces much of the expensive 
backtracking that characterizes many problem-solving systems. 

Appendix B contains an example of a structure built in the 
blackboard of the Hearsayll system. 

Goal-Directed Scheduling of Knowledge Sources 

As described earlier, the overall goal of the system is to 
create the most plausible network of hypotheses that 
sufficiently spans the levels. At any instant of time, the 
blackboard may contain many incomplete networks, each of 
which is plausible as far as it goes. Some of these incomplete 
networks may also share subnetworks. Through the results of 
analysis and synthesis actions of knowledge sources, incomplete 
networks can be expanded (or contracted) and may be joined 
together (or fragmented). At any time, there may be many 
places in the blackboard which satisfy the (precondition) 
contexts for the activation of particular KS*s. The task of goal-
directed scheduling is to decide to which of these sites to 
allocate computing resources. 

Several of the attribute classes of a hypothesis can be 
helpful in making scheduling decisions. Particularly valuable are 
the values of the attention attributes, which, as described 
earlier, are indicators telling how much computation has been 
expended on the hypotheses and suggestions by KS's of how 
desirable it is to devote further effort on the hypothesis (along 
with the kinds of processing that are desirable). The processing 
state attributes are also valuable for making scheduling 
decisions. 

Using these kinds of information, a knowledge source 
might be scheduled for execution because it possesses the only 
processing capability available to be applied to an important 
incompletely explored area of the blackboard For example, if 

1 Again, this fits well into Simon's formulation of hierarchical 
systems. 

the blackboard contains focusing factors2 which highlight 
activity in a blackboard region in which there are no structural 
connections between two adjoining levels, the scheduler should 
give a higher priority to a knowledge source which will attempt 
(as indicated in its external specifications) to make such a 
connection than to a knowledge source which is likely merely to 
perform a minor refinement on the ratings in one of the levels. 
However, if there are no such processes ready to execute, the 
scheduling algorithm can perform a type of means-ends analysis 
in which it schedules those Knowledge sources which are likely 
to produce blackboard changes which, in turn, might trigger the 
activation of KS's in which the system is currently interested 

Another parameter for determining KS activation priori ty 
is the validity of the hypotheses which make up the context for 
the activation of the KS. This measurement can be used to 
implement a best-f irst strategy. 

The implementation of the goal-directed scheduling 
strategy is separated from the actions of individual knowledge 
sources. That is, the decision of whether a KS can contribute in 
a particular context is local to the KS, while the assignment of 
that KS to one of the many contexts on which it can possibly 
operate is made more globally. The three aspects of 
a) decoupling of focusing strategy from knowledge-source 
activity, b) decoupling of the data environment (blackboard) 
from the control flow (KS activation), and c) the limited context 
in which a KS operates, together permit a quick refocusing of 
attention of KS's. The ability to refocus quickly is very 
important because the errorful nature of the KS activity leads 
to many incomplete and possibly contradictory hypothesis 
networks; thus, as soon as possible after a network no longer 
seems promising, the resources of the system should be 
employed elsewhere. 

IMPLEMENTATION OF DAT A-DIHECTED KNOWLEDGE-
SOURCE ACTIVATION 

Associated with every knowledge source is a specification 
of the blackboard conditions required for the activation of that 
knowledge source. This specification, called a precondition, is a 
decision procedure whose tests are matching-prototypes and 
structural relationships which, when applied to the blackboard in 
an associative manner, detect the regions of the blackboard in 
which the knowledge source is interested. This procedure may 
contain arbitrari ly complex decisions (based on current and past 
modifications to the blackboard) resulting in the activation of 
desired knowledge sources within the chosen contexts. The 
context corresponding to the discovered blackboard region 
which satisfies some knowledge source's precondition is used as 
an initial context in which to activate that knowledge source. 
The efficiency of the KS precondition evaluation is an important 
aspect of the system's implementation, especially as the 
knowledge is decomposed into more and smaller KS's and each 
KS activation requires less computation. 

The Hearsayll system, as an example of an 
implementation, makes precondition evaluation efficient by 
placing additional functions in the routines which modify the 
blackboard These functions are activated whenever any KS 
modifies an attribute in the blackboard which some other KS has 
asked to be monitored. The essence of the modification is 
preserved in a data structure, called a change set, which is 

2 A focusing factor is a goal (attention attribute) attached to a 
hypothesis by a KS which indicates the kind of change 
desired in an attribute of the hypothesis and the desirability 
of the change. In addition, such goals may be specified for 
regions of the blackboard independent of the existence of 
hypotheses in the region. 

1 The ideas of goal-directed scheduling are presented here 
only sketchily; Hayes-Roth et al (1975) provides a complete 
description of its use in the Hearsayll system. 
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speci f ic to the at t r ibute changed and the KS which requested 
the moni tor ing. A KS specifies in a non-procedural way (either 
s tat ica l ly or dynamical ly) those at t r ibutes which it wants to 
moni tor , in o rder to increase the eff ic iency, moni tor ing can 
f u r t he r be localized to part icular levels or even individual 
hypo theses . 

Change sets serve to categorize blackboard modif icat ions 
(events ) and are thus useful in precondit ion evaluat ion since 
they Iimit the areas in the blackboard that need be examined in 
deta i l . As cur ren t l y implemented in Hearsayl l , the precondi t ion 
evatuator of each knowledge source exists as a separate 
process which monitors changes in the data base (i.e., it 
moni tors addit ions to those change sets in which the KS is 
in teres ted) . The precondi t ion process is itself da ta-d i rec ted tn 
that it is act ivated only when sufficient changes have been 
made in the b lackboard (i.e., when an ent ry is made into one of 
its change sets, as a side-effect of a relevant b lackboard 
modif icat ion). In ef fect , the precondit ion processes themselves 
have precondi t ions, albeit of a much simpler form than those 
poss ib le for knowledge sources. For example, a precondi t ion 
process in the speech system may specify that it should be 
act ivated whenever changes occur to two adjacent hypotheses 
at the w o r d level or whenever support is added to the phrasal 
level . By using the (coarse) classifications af forded by change 
sets , the system avoids most unnecessary executions of the 
p recond i t ion processes The major point is that the scheme of 
p recond i t ion evaluat ion is event -dr iven, being based on the 
occur rence of changes in the blackboard; i.e., it is only at points 
of modi f icat ion to the blackboard that a precondi t ion that was 
p rev ious ly unsat isf ied may become satisfied. In part icular , 
p recond i t ion evaluators are not involved in 3 fo rm of busy 
wa i t ing in which they are constantly looking for something that 
is not yet there. 

Once invoked, a precondit ion procedure uses sequences 
of associative ret r ievals and structural matches on por t ions of 
the b lackboard in an attempt to establish a context sat is fy ing 
the precondi t ions of one or more of " i ts " knowledge sources; 
any g iven precondihon procedure may be responsible for 
instant ia t ing several (related) knowledge sources. Notice that 
the da ta -d i rec ted nature of precondit ion evaluat ion and 
knowledge-source activation is l inked closely to the pr imi t ive 
funct ions that are able to modify the data base, for it is only at 
points of modif icat ion that a precondit ion that was unsat isf ied 
be fo re may become satisfied Hence, data base modif icat ion 
rout ines have the responsibi l i ty (although perhaps indi rect ly) of 
act ivat ing the precondi t ion evaluation mechanism. 

Implementation on Parallel Computers 
Because of the independence of KS's and their da ta -

d i rec ted act ivat ion, there is a great deal of potent ial paral lel ism 
in this organizat ion. Trends in computer archi tecture indicate 
that large amounts of computing power wil l be economically 
rea l i zed in asynchronous multiprocessor networks. Thus, the 
implementat ion of such large AI programs on mult iprocessors 
becomes an at t ract ive goal. There are, however, a set of issues 
in such an implementat ion; most of these deal w i th in ter ference 
among KS*s when they attempt simultaneously to access the 
b lackboard. Effect ive solutions to these problems have been 
deve loped in the Hearsayl l implementation; Lesser, et a/., (1974), 
Lesser (1975) , Fennell (1975), and Fennell and Lesser (1975) 
descr ibe these solutions. 
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Parametr ic Level - The parametric level holds the most baste 
rep resen ta t i on of the utterance that the system has; it is the 
on ly d i rect input to the machine about the acoustic signal. 
Several d i f ferent sets of parameters are being used in 
Hearsay l l in terchangeably: 1/3-octave f i l te r -band energ ies 
measured eve ry 10 msec, LPC-denved voca l - t rac t 
pa ramete rs , and wide-band energies and zero-c ross ing 
counts. 

SeEmental Level - This level represents the ut terance as 
labeled acoustic segments. Although the set of labels may be 
phone t i c - l i ke , the level is not intended to be phonetic ~- the 
segmenta t ion and labeling ref lect acoustic manifestat ion and 
do not , for example, attempt to compensate for the context of 
the segments or attempt to combine acoustically dissimilar 
segments into (phonet ic) units. As w i th all levels, any 
par t icu lar por t ion of the utterance may be represen ted by 
more than one competing hypothesis (i.e., mul t ip le 
segmentat ions and labelings may co-exist). 

Phonetic l e v e l - At this level , the utterance is represen ted by 
a phonet ic descr ipt ion. This is a broad phonetic descr ip t ion 
in that the size (durat ion) of the units is on the order of the 
"s ize" ot phonemes; it is a fine phonetic descr ipt ion to the 
ex tent that each element is labeled wi th a fa i r ly deta i led 
al lophonic classif ication (e.g., "stressed, nasalized [I ]") . 

Surface-Phonemic Level - This level, named by seemingly 
con t rad ic t ing terms, represents the utterance by phoneme
l ike uni ts, w i th the addit ion of modifiers such as stress and 
boundary (word , morpheme, syl lable) markings. 

Syl labic Level - The unit of representat ion here is the syl lable. 
Lexical Level - The unit of informat ion at this level is the w o r d . 
Phrasal Level - Syntactic elements appear at this level , tn 

fact , since a level may contain arb i t rar i ly many "sub- leve ls " 
of e lements using the AND and OR links, tradit ional kinds of 
syntact ic t rees can be d i rect ly represented here. 

Conceptua l Level - The units at this level are "concepts," As 
w i t h the phrasal level, i t may be appropr iate to use the g raph 
s t r uc tu re of the data base to indicate relat ionships among 
d i f fe ren t concepts. 

As examples of knowledge sources, Figure 2 shows the 
f i rs t set implemented for Hearsayl l . The levels are indicated as 
hor izon ta l lines in the f igure and are labeled at the lef t . The 
knowledge sources are indicated by arcs connecting levels; the 
s ta r t i ng point(s) of an arc indicates the level(s) of major " i npu t " 
for the KS, and the end point indicates the "ou tpu t " level w h e r e 
the knowledge source's major actions occur. In genera l , the 

1 Appendices A and B are repr in ted (wi th slight modif icat ions) 
f rom Lesser, et a) (1974) ; they are included here for 
convenience. 
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act ion of most of these particular knowledge sources is to 
c rea te l inks be tween hypotheses on its input level(s) and: 1) 
ex is t ing hypotheses on its output level, i f appropr iate ones are 
a l ready there , or 2) hypotheses that it creates on its output 
leve l . 

Figure 2. A Set of Knowledge Sources for Hearsay!!. 

The Segmenter-Classi f ier knowledge source uses the 
descr ip t ion of the speech signal to produce a labeled 
acoustic segmentat ion. For any por t ion of the ut terance, 
severa l possible al ternat ive segmentations and labels may 
be produced. 

The Phone Synthesizer uses labeled acoustic segments to 
genera te elements at the phonetic level. This procedure is 
sometimes a fa ir ly direct renaming of an hypothesis at the 
segmental level , perhaps using the context of adjacent 
segments. In other cases, phone synthesis requires the 
combining of several segments (e.g., the generat ion of f t ] 
f rom a segment of silence fol lowed by a segment of 
aspi rat ion) or the insert ion of phones not indicated d i rect ly 
by the segmentat ion (e.g., hypothesizing the existence of 
an [ I ] if a vowe l seems velanzed and there is no [ I ] in the 
ne ighborhood) . This KS is t r iggered whenever a new 
hypothes is is created at the segmental level. 

The Word Candidate Generator uses phonetic in format ion 
(p r imar i l y just at stressed locations and other areas of high 
phonet ic re l iab i l i ty ) to generate word hypotheses. This is 
accomplished in a two-s tage process, w i th a stop at the 
syl labic leve l , f rom which lexical re t r ieval is more ef fect ive. 

The Semantic Word Hypothesizer uses semantic and pragmatic 
in format ion about the task (news re t r ieva l , in this case) to 
pred ic t words at the lexical level. 

The Syntact ic Word Hypothesizer uses knowledge at the 
phrasal level to predict possible new words at the lexical 
level which are adjacent (left or r ight) to words prev ious ly 
genera ted at the lexical level. This knowledge source is 
ac t iva ted at the beginning of an utterance recogni t ion 
at tempt and, subsequent ly, whenever a new word is 
c rea ted at the lexical level. 

The Phoneme Hypothesizer knowledge source is act ivated 
whenever a wo rd hypothesis is created (at the lexical 
leve l ) wh ich is not yet suppor ted by hypotheses at the 

surface-phonemic level. Its action is to create one or more 
sequences at the surface-phonemic level which represent 
alternative pronounciations of the word. (These 
pronounciations are currently pre-specified as entries in a 
dictionary,) 

The Phonological Rule Appher rewrites sequences at the 
surface-phonemic level- This KS is used: 1) to augment 
the dictionary lookup of the Phoneme Hypothesizer, and 
2) to handle word boundary conditions that can be 
predicted by rule. 

The Phone-Phoneme Synchronizer is triggered whenever an 
hypothesis is created at either the phonettc or the 
surface-phonemic level. This KS attempts to link up the 
new hypothesis with hypotheses at the other level. This 
linking may be many-to-one in either direction. 

The Syntactic Parser uses a syntactic definition of the input 
language to determine if a complete sentence may be 
assembled from words at the lexical level. 

The primary duties of the Segment-Phone Synchronizer and 
the Parameter-Segment Synchronizer are similar: to 
recover from mistakes made by the (bottom-up) actions of 
the Phone Synthesizer and Segmenter-Oassiher, 
respectively, by allowing feedback from the higher to the 
lower level. 

In addition to the knowledge source modules described 
above, all of which embody speech knowledge, several policy 
modules exist, These modules, which interface to the system in 
a manner identical to the speech modules, execute policy 
decisions, e.g., propagation of ratings and calculation of 
processing-state attributes. 

Figure 3 is an example of a fragment that might occur in 
HearsaylTs blackboard. The level of an hypothesis is indicated 
by its vertical position; the names of the levels are given on the 
left. Time location is approximately indicated by horizontal 
placement, but duration is only very roughly indicated (e.g., the 
boxes surrounding the two hypotheses at the phrasal level 
should be much wider). Alternatives are indicated by proximity; 
for example, 'wil l ' and 'would' are word hypotheses covering the 
same time span Likewise, 'question' and 'modal-quest ion', 
' y o u l ' and 'you2' and 'J' and 'Y' all represent pairs of 
alternatives. 

This example illustrates several features of the data 
structure: 

The hypothesis 'you,' at the lexical level, has two 
alternative phonemic "spellings" indicated; the hypotheses 
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labeled ' y o u 1 ' and ' you2 ' are nodes created, also at the 
lexical level , to hold those alternatives. In general , such s u b -
levels may be created arb i t rar i ly . 

The link be tween ' y o u l ' and 'D' is a special Kind of 
SEQUENCE link ( indicated here by a dashed line) called a 
CONTEXT link; a CONTEXT link indicates that the lower 
hypothes is suppor ts the upper one and is contiguous to its 
b ro the r l inks, but it is not "part of" the upper hypothesis in 
the sense that it is not within the time interval of the upper 
hypothes is -- rather , it supplies a context for its brother(s). 
In this case, one may " read" the s t ructure as stat ing " y o u 1 ' 
is composed of 'J' fo l lowed by 'AX* (schwa) in the context of 
the preced ing 'D'" (This reflects the phonological rule that 
"wou ld y o u " is o f ten spoken as "woutd- ja") Thus, a CONTEXT 
link allows important contextual relat ionships to be 
rep resen ted wi thout violat ing the implicit time assumptions 
about SEQUENCE nodes. 

Whereas the phonemic spelling of the word " y o u " held by 
' y o u T includes a contextual constraint, the 'you2* opt ion does 
not have this constraint . However, ' y o u 1 ' and ' you2 ' are such 
similar hypotheses that there is strong reason for wanting to 
re ta in them as al ternat ive options under ' you ' (as indicated in 
Figure 3), ra ther than represent ing them unconnectedly. A 
connect ion matrix is used here to represent this kind of 
re la t ionship; the connection matrix of ' you ' (symbol ized in 
Figure 3 by the 2-dimensional binary matrix in the node) 
speci f ies that support 'you1' is relevant to use 'quest ion' (but 
not to 'modal-quest ion') and that support 'you2' is relevant to 
bo th uses. 

The nature of the implications represented by the links 
p rov ides a uni form basis for propagating changes made in one 
par t of the data s t ructure to other relevant parts wi thout 
necessar i ly requi r ing the intervent ion of part icular knowledge 
sources at each step. Considering the example of Figure 3, 
assume that the val idi ty of the hypothesis labeled ' / is modif ied 
by some KS (presumably operat ing at the phonetic level) and 
becomes ve ry low. One possible scenario for r ipp l ing this 
change th rough the data base is given here: 

F i rs t , the estimated validity of ' y o u 1 ' s reduced, because 
' J ' is a lower hypothesis of ' y o u l ' 

This, in tu rn , may cause the rating of * y °u ' to be reduced. 
The connect ion matrix at ' you ' specifies that ' y o u l ' is not 

re levant to 'modal-question; so the latter hypothesis is 
not af fected by the change in rat ing of the former. 
Notice that the existence of the connection matrix allows 
this decision to be made locally in the data s t ruc tu re , 
wi thout having to search back down to the 'D' and 'X 

'Question) however , is supported by 'youl* ( through the 
connect ion matrix at 'you'), so its rat ing is affected. 

Fur ther propagat ions can continue to occur, perhaps down 
the other SEQUENCE links under 'quest ion' and ' y o u 1 ' 

Notice that all of these modifications are "speech-knowledge 
independent" and can be accomplished uniformly at all levels of 
the b lackboard by a single policy knowledge source. This pol icy 
KS does not need to access or tr igger any other KS but can 
d i rec t l y der ive all the information it needs from the hypothesis 
and l ink fields that are uniformly present and from the implicit 
semantics of the s t ructures in the blackboard. 
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